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Abstract. Systems engineering is presently demonstrating the characteristics of being in the 
emerging stages of a discipline. A discipline generally matures when an overriding axiom is pre-
sented and accepted by the majority of practitioners. This paper presents one such high level un-
derpinning axiom for systems engineering that has the potential to unite the disparate camps 
within systems engineering and enable the practice of systems engineering in all application do-
mains to achieve successes similar to those it achieved in the National Aeronautical and Aero-
space (NASA) environment in the 1960’s and 1970’s. The axiom does this by focusing on the 
solution system rather than on systems engineering. 

Introduction 

Although systems engineering has been in existence since the 1940’s, it is still demonstrating the 
characteristics of being in the emerging stage of a discipline. The characteristics of a discipline in 
this stage include application successes and failures as well as debates based on subjective opin-
ions by participants in different camps talking past each other and a general lack of listening. The 
current somewhat overlapping camps in systems engineering include: 

 Life cycle phase based 
 Process-problem paradigms 
 Discipline-enabler paradigms 
 Systems thinking and non-systems thinking 

Consider each of these camps: 

Life cycle phase. Some systems engineers seem to have an understanding of the early stage sys-
tems engineering activities that take place in the concept definition stage of a solution system 
acquisition1. The majority however has no idea that the concept definition phase even exists, they 
don’t understand what happens in that phase and they think that systems engineering in the ac-
quisition domain begins with the requirements analysis phase. The early stage campers tend to be 
the old timers; while the others tend to be those systems engineers educated in the last 20-30 
years in the paradigm based on the United States Department of Defence (DOD) where the 
whole set of activities performed in early stage systems engineering were removed from “sys-

                                                 
1 The solution system is acquired to remedy a problem. 
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tems engineering”2. In this paradigm requirements are one of the inputs to the ‘systems engineer-
ing process’, see (Martin, 1997) page 95; Eisner, 1997; Wasson, 2006) page 60; DOD 5000.2-R, 
2002), pages 83-84) for typical examples.  

Process-problem paradigms. Some systems engineers are process-focused: others focus on 
identifying the correct problem and realizing the best solution achievable within the constraints 
that exist at the time. The process-focused systems engineers’ mantra is to apply the systems en-
gineering process and all will be well. These are the campers who tend to insist that organisa-
tions must modify themselves to follow a particular process standard in accordance with the 
(United States Department of Defense 5000 Guidebook 4.1.1), which states that the successful 
implementation of proven, disciplined systems engineering processes results in a total system 
solution that is robust to changing technical, production, and operating environments; adaptive 
to the needs of the user; and balanced among the multiple requirements, design considerations, 
design constraints, and program budgets. For example, (Arnold 2000) quoted (MIL-STD-499B 
1993) and (IEEE 1220 1998) stating “a single process, standardizing the scope, purpose and a 
set of development actions, has been traditionally associated with systems engineering”. How-
ever, these campers can't seem to see the big picture and don't seem to realise that there is no 
single widely agreed upon systems engineering process since over the years, the systems engi-
neering process has been stated in many different and sometimes contradictory ways, including: 

 The (MIL-STD-499B, 1993), (EIA 632 1994)  and (IEEE 1220 1998) processes; 
 The lists of processes in ISO/IEC 15288 (Arnold 2002); 
 The waterfall process (Royce 1970); 
 The V model version of the process; 
 The spiral, incremental and evolutionary models; 
 System Lifecycle functions (Blanchard and Fabrycky 1981) ; 
 State, Investigate, Model, Integrate, Launch, Assess and Re-evaluate (SIMILAR) (Bahill and 

Gissing 1998); 
 The basic core concepts accepted by most systems engineers (Mar 2009); 
 A systems engineering approach to addressing a problem (Hitchins 2007). 

These campers also ignore the literature on excellence which focuses on people and ignores 
process; see (Peters, 1982; Peters, 1985; Rodgers, 1993) for typical examples. 

The other camp focuses on the problem, identifying the best solution available given the con-
straints at the time, developing a process tailored to the occasion; see (Hitchins, 2007) for an ex-
ample. Some of these campers also address carrying out that process to realize the solution sys-
tem; see (Bahill and Gissing 1998) for an example. 

Discipline-enabler paradigms. These camps are related to the process-problem gap. Systems 
engineering meets the requirement for a discipline proposed by (Kline, 1995, page 3) who wrote 
“a discipline possesses a specific area of study, a literature, and a working community of paid 
scholars and/or paid practitioners”. However, all these elements overlap those of project man-
agement and other disciplines. See (Jenkins, G. M., 1969; Brekka, et al., 1994; Roe, 1995; 
DSMC, 1996; Sheard, 1996; Johnson, 1997; Watts and Mar, 1997; Bottomly, et al., 1998) for 

                                                 
2 . This removal was documented in DOD 5000.2-R, "Mandatory Procedures for Major Defense Acquisition Pro-
grams (MDAPS) and Major Automated Information System (MAIS) Acquisition Programs," US Department of 
Defense, 2002. 
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just a few examples of the different overlaps between systems engineering and project manage-
ment. Moreover, according to (Hall, 1962, page 20), (Goode and Machol 1957) make no distinc-
tion between ‘systems engineering’ and ‘engineering design’ or even ‘design’ and use the terms 
interchangeably. 

The discipline camp preaches that systems engineering needs to widen its span to take over other 
disciplines. For example, the latest systems engineering standard ISO/IEC 15288 (Arnold 2002) 
contains the word ‘management’ in many of its processed. In the enabler camp, systems engi-
neering is just a thinking tool that can be used in all disciplines for tackling certain types of prob-
lems; see “[systems engineering] is a philosophy and a way of life” (Hitchins, 1998) which can 
be considered as the application of holistic thinking in the workplace.  

Systems thinking and non-systems thinking. The systems thinking camp tend to be systems 
engineers who can view an issue from a systems (several) perspective while the non-systems 
thinkers tend to have a single viewpoint. The non-systems thinkers also generally exhibit the ‘bi-
ased jumper’ level of critical thinking (Wolcott and Gray, 2003) and also tend to belong in the 
process paradigm. The systems thinkers generally also belong in the enabler paradigm. 

Towards unification 

One reason for these debates and the camps is that systems engineers have different opinions on 
the nature of systems engineering. This is because: 

 of the devolution of systems engineering over the past 60 years from a holistic paradigm 
to a stove-piped paradigm;  

 systems engineering is so broad that systems engineers working on one part of the “sys-
tems engineering process” face different problems and perform different activities to 
those working in another part;   

 they work in different application domains; and 
 They often can’t see the big picture perspective of systems engineering 

These different opinions of systems engineering can be represented by the situation portrayed in 
the parable about the blind men feeling different parts of an elephant and deducing different 
animals. The parable3 which is told in verse in an Indian setting in (Saxe, 1873) pages 77 and 78) 
as quoted by (Yen, 2008) ends with the following stanzas. 

“And so these men of Indostan 
Disputed loud and long, 
Each in his own opinion 

Exceeding stiff and strong, 
Though each was partly in the right, 

And all were in the wrong! 

MORAL. 

So oft in theologic wars,  
The disputants, I ween, 

Rail on in utter ignorance 
Of what each other mean, 

                                                 
3 The parable is said to have originated in China sometime during the Han dynasty (202 B.C. – 220 A.D.). 
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And prate about an Elephant 
Not one of them has seen!” 

Systems engineering will not and cannot re-emerge as a unified discipline until the majority of 
the practitioners understand the situation, realise the big picture, and progress past these debates. 
From the temporal perspective, a discipline matures when one or more underpinning axioms has 
been hypothesized, presented to, and eventually accepted by the community. This acceptance 
occurs either when the axiom can represent the views of all or nearly all of participants in the 
debates, or, when one view becomes the dominant paradigm over the course of time. This paper 
presents one such high level underpinning axiom for systems engineering; namely “seven princi-
ples for systems engineered solution systems”. While the axiom applies to systems engineering, 
the principles apply to the finished product irrespective of the systems engineering camp produc-
ing the solution system. 

Seven principles for systems engineered solution systems 

The success of systems engineering in the NASA environment in the 1960’s and 1970’s was at-
tributed to a set of eight principles summarized in (Hitchins, 2007) page 85). This paper states a 
hypothesis that systems engineers working in different domains using various tools, techniques 
and methodologies, can meet the objective of systems engineering by applying the following set 
of principles to the solution system they are realizing: 

1. There shall be a clear, singular objective or goal. 
2. There shall be a concept of operations (CONOPS) from start to finish of the mission de-

scribing the normal and contingency mission functions as well as the normal and contin-
gency support functions performed by the solution system that remedies the problem.  

3. The solution system shall be designed to perform the complete set of remedial mission 
and support functions for the operational life of the system. 

4. The solution system design may be partitioned into complementary, interacting subsys-
tems.  

5. Each subsystem is a system in its own right, and shall have its own clear CONOPS, de-
rived from, and compatible with, the CONOPS for the whole.  

6. Each subsystem may be developed independently and in parallel with the other subsys-
tems provided that fit, form, function and interfaces are maintained throughout. 

7. Upon successful integration of the subsystems, the whole solution system shall be subject 
to appropriate tests and trials, real and simulated, that expose it to extremes of environ-
ment and hazards such as might be experienced during the mission. 

Consider each of these principles. 

1. There shall be a clear, singular objective or goal. 

The task of the systems engineer shall have a clear singular objective goal. In the concept defini-
tion stage of a systems acquisition, this goal may be to identify the underlying problem or root 
cause of a situation, and to conceive one or more potential solutions. In the later phases of the 
solution system development lifecycle (SDLC)4 the goal is generally to realize a solution system 

                                                 
4 The notion that the solution system is generally a technological system that needs to be developed, and hence the 
name system development lifecycle, seems to be US Department of Defense inspired. Essentially, there need not be 
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that remedies the problem. For example, in the 1960’s the NASA goal was to put a man on the 
Moon and return him safely to earth by the end of the decade. Similarly in the LuZ SEGS-1 sys-
tem the goal was to provide a system that would convert solar energy to electrical power (Kasser, 
2008).  

2. There shall be a clear concept of operations (CONOPS) from start to finish of the mis-
sion describing the normal and contingency mission functions as well as the normal and 
contingency support functions performed by the solution system that remedies the 
problem.  

The CONOPS documents the normal and contingency5 performance of the overall solution sys-
tem. The CONOPS is the foundation document6 for the rest of the system realization activities 
since the remaining work in the SDLC realizes the solution system by converting the mission 
and support functions described in the CONOPS into a real system. Application of this principle 
leads to a holistic system development approach ensuring that all pertinent mission and support 
functions, such as operational availability, logistics, human operations, threat neutralizations, etc. 
are included in the system up-front in an integrated holistic manner and not as a bolt-on after the 
fact. A clear vision of the solution system anticipates subsequent activities that try to clarify the 
original customer’s problem.  

As an example, the CONOPS for the command and control system in Luz SEGS-1 (Kasser, 
2008) was to generate electrical power using solar energy as the fuel. This mission was to be ac-
complished by deploying a field of parabolic trough reflector mirrors each morning, following 
the movement of the sun during the day to keep the mirrors focused on the sun and then stowing 
the mirrors in the evening when the sun set below the horizon. The support functions were to 
keep the mirrors clean, and to repair and maintain the elements of the system. 

The CONOPS can also serve as a model of the solution and be incorporated in a simulation to 
allow various stakeholders to gain a better understanding of the problem space and determine if, 
and how well, the conceptual system being modelled could remedy the problem should that con-
ceptual solution system be realized.  

A CONOPS also facilitates elucidating requirements since the stakeholders, by agreeing on the 
CONOPS agree on the mission and support functions that the solution system will perform. The 
CONOPS can even minimize the number of requirements needed for certain types of systems 
such as LuZ’s SEGS-1 (Kasser, 2008) because the CONOPS communicates the functionality and 
performance that must be developed and proven. 

3. The solution system shall be designed to perform the complete set of remedial mission 
and support functions for the operational life of the system.  

The application of this principle produces a solution system that performs the mission and sup-
port functions described in the CONOPS. The solution system does not have to be technological 
or even a new acquisition. The solution system lies somewhere along a continuum that stretches 
from ‘fully automatic technological’ to ‘manual with no technology’; and may be a modification 
of an existing system, a change to an existing process, tactics, doctrine, policy, or training or 

                                                                                                                                                             
any (technological) development; instead, solution systems can be synthesized by bringing together existing systems 
to create a new unitary whole. 
5 The repeated use of “normal and contingency mission and support” is to emphasize the holistic approach. 
6 The word ‘document’ is used herein to represent information, not a paper document. 
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some combination. However, when applied to technological solution systems, this principle 
helps to ensure that the effects of component obsolescence, Diminishing Manufacturing Sources 
and Material Shortages (DMSMS), logistics, reliability, maintainability, the human element and 
other pertinent factors currently considered somewhat independently are considered interdepen-
dently in a holistic interdisciplinary manner from conception. Further, if the solution system is 
designed to perform in a hazardous or threatening context, then the solution system shall incor-
porate support functions to counter threats and to manage risks. 

This principle takes into account changes in/to the need/problem at any point in the SDLC. For 
example, in the Apollo program, the need (and hence the requirements) did not change during 
the SDLC, and the operational life of each iteration of the manned element of the system was 
short; measurable in days. Each Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Package (ALSEP)7 however 
had a much longer life span. 

Other early successful projects such as the transcontinental [United States of America] television 
microwave relay system (Hall, 1962) were also not subject to changing needs. However, today’s 
solution system creation process must be able to cope with changes in the needs before the solu-
tion system is delivered, and the solution system itself needs be realized in such a manner that 
upgrades reflecting changing needs during its operational phase can be incorporated without ma-
jor perturbations. 

According to this principle, the cost-effectiveness of the solution system is not a design criterion 
– just effectiveness. Apollo was more concerned with doing the job at all, than doing it effi-
ciently – money was not an issue (at least meeting the goal of placing a man on the moon by the 
end of the 1960’s). When the systems engineer designs the solution system options, cost and 
schedule must not be an issue. Cost and schedule considerations may be used as selection criteria 
for choosing the desired solution system after the solution system options have been designed. In 
addition, systems engineers should be involved in any adjustments to the scope of the solution 
system realization project to fit the constraints of cost and schedule.  

4. The solution system design may be partitioned into complementary, interacting subsys-
tems. 

The systems engineers design the solution system so that the desired functionality emerges from 
the complete design. For example, the performance of NASA’s Apollo Moon Mission was 
emergent, coming as it did from the cooperation and coordination of the Saturn V launcher, the 
command module, the mission crew, the lunar excursion module, the telecommunications sub-
system, mission control subsystem, etc. Performance is emergent because these various subsys-
tems of the whole are of dissimilar nature, yet cooperate and coordinate their different functions 
and actions. So, you cannot point to any one subsystem and say – ‘performance was down to that 
one’. All contributed, all cooperated and coordinated their actions. 

5. Each subsystem is a system in its own right, and shall have its own clear CONOPS, de-
rived from, and compatible with, the CONOPS for the whole.  

This principle reflects the observation that systems exist within containing systems and incorpo-
rates the hierarchical perspective into the system. The principle has often been stated as “one 
person’s system is another person’s subsystem”. Hierarchies are fundamental to nature. “All 

                                                 
7 A set of scientific instruments deployed at the landing site of Apollo 12 to 17 designed to operate for a year. Each 
ALSEP contained the same central station and a slightly different set of scientific instruments. 
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complex structures and processes of a relatively stable character display hierarchical organisa-
tion regardless of whether we consider galactic systems, living organisms and their activities or 
social organisations”(Koestler, 1978) page 31). (Koestler, 1978) page 32) further quotes 
(Needham, 1945) as “once we adopt the general picture of the universe as a series of levels of 
organisation and complexity, each level having unique properties of structure and behaviour, 
which, though depending on the properties of the constituent elements, appear only when those 
are combined into the higher whole, we see that there are qualitatively different laws holding 
good at each level.” This concept of hierarchy is not a new concept, for example the following 
nursery rhyme8 is closely based on lines by Jonathan Swift from his long satirical poem "On Po-
etry: a Rhapsody" (1733),  

Big fleas have little fleas, 
Upon their backs to bite 'em, 

And little fleas have lesser fleas, 
and so, ad infinitum. 

And the great fleas, themselves, in turn 
Have greater fleas to go on; 

While these again have greater still, 
And greater still, and so on. 

As an example consider an allied naval convoy crossing the North Atlantic Ocean in 1942. The 
convoy is a system. Each ship in the convoy can be considered as both a subsystem of the con-
voy, or as a system9. There was a CONOPS for the convoy. There were separate CONOPS for 
the naval escort ships and the merchant vessels describing the actions and interactions of these 
subsystems of the convoy in various scenarios. 

6. Each subsystem may be developed independently and in parallel with the other subsys-
tems provided that fit, form, function and interfaces are maintained throughout.  

Each subsystem, being a system, needs its own systems engineers who conceive, design and de-
velop their [sub]system as an interacting part of the containing system. These [sub]system sys-
tems engineers face in two directions – upwards and outwards into the containing system, to en-
sure on-going compatibility with the containing system and its CONOPS, including all of the 
other interacting subsystems at the same level in the hierarchy; and downwards, into the intra-
acting sub-subsystems within their own [sub]system. The downwards task of developing the sub-
systems (function) can be considered as engineering when the focus is on the [sub]system as an 
independent entity.  

During the phases of the SDLC when the subsystems are being developed in parallel, the systems 
engineering activities are those that focus on the subsystem as a part of the system and ensure 
that fit, form and interfaces are maintained. If the SDLC takes a long time, the effect of changes 
in the need on the subsystem realization has to be taken into account. Experience has shown that 
subsystem designs and development may be subject to “creep”. Consequently, it is necessary to 
have budgets for the whole system, as well as budgets for each of the subsystems — for instance 

                                                 
8 The Siphonaptera, Wikipedia, accessed 14/2/2011 
9 Alternatively, the naval ships could be one subsystem and the merchant marine ships a second subsystem of the 
convoy. Each ship is then a subsystem within the naval or civilian subsystem of the convoy. If there are ships from 
the navies of more than one allied country in the convoy, then the ships of each country could constitute a subsystem 
within the naval subsystem. As stated in the text, one person’s system is another person’s subsystem. 
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the weight budget was important to Apollo, as was a failure rate budget. It would not have done 
for the failure rate for one subsystem – say the capsule – to go off the scale! This is what is 
meant, in part, by conceiving, designing and developing the subsystem independently but within 
the context of the whole and the other interacting subsystems. 

7. Upon successful integration of the subsystems, the whole solution system shall be sub-
ject to appropriate tests and trials, real and simulated, that expose it to extremes of en-
vironment and hazards such as might be experienced during the mission.  

This principle minimizes situations in which solution systems are delivered that are not fit for 
purpose and do not provide a solution in the intended environment.  

Discussion 

Poor systems engineering has been blamed for system acquisition failures10 according to many 
sources including (Wynne, 2004). An objective view might suggest that budget and time over-
runs smack of either poor estimating of cost and schedules or understating the real estimates for 
reasons that appeared valid at the time. However, in all fairness, poor early stage systems engi-
neering does seem to have been a contributor to some of those failures resulting from producing 
solutions systems that do not remedy the need when deployed. Attempts to mitigate the effects of 
poor early stage systems engineering in the early stages of the system have resulted in system 
development becoming increasingly technologically focused, excessively complicated and stove-
piped into independent streams of activities including: 

 Systems Engineering 
 Project Management 
 Life Cycle Costing or Total Ownership Cost 
 Performance Based Logistics 
 Integrated Logistics Support 
 Maintenance Management 
 Supply Chain Management 
 Technical Training Management 
 Technical Data Management  
 Configuration Management  
 Risk Management 
 Independent Verification and Validation 
 Human Systems Integration 

These are but some examples of the independent streams of activities in the various specialties in 
the SDLC. Not only is this stove-piping against the holistic concept of systems engineering, 
stove-piping produces overlapping activities, confusion, and unnecessary expense and also pro-
vides a breeding ground for turf wars in organizations. The documentation overhead is increas-
ingly becoming expensive and documents that should be interdependent are independent being 
produced because of legislation rather than as a result of actual need. Today’s DOD systems en-
gineering paradigm has added so many bolt-on’s to compensate for having removed the front end 
of systems engineering that it has become expensive and unworkable (Costello, 1988). Reversion 
to the original holistic weltanschauung (world view or paradigm) is long overdue since in the 20 
                                                 
10 Defined herein as cost and schedule overruns, cancellations and delivered systems that are not fit for purpose. 
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years since the Costello Report was published, the situation has worsened. 

Summary 

Systems engineering is presently demonstrating the characteristics of being in the emerging 
stages of a discipline. A discipline generally matures when an overriding axiom is presented and 
accepted by the majority of practitioners. This paper presents one such underpinning axiom for 
systems engineering. The principles within the axiom apply to the solution system, production of 
which is the common goal of all the camps within systems engineering. As a consequence, the 
axiom has the potential to unite the disparate camps within systems engineering by allowing 
them to agree on the principles applying to the solution system which will then enable the prac-
tice of systems engineering to repeat the successes it achieved in the NASA environment in the 
1960’s and 1970’s in all current and future application domains.  

Conclusion 

The principles presented in this paper apply to the solution system being systems engineered 
rather than to systems engineering. As such the axiom has the potential to unite the disparate 
camps within systems engineering by allowing them to agree on the principles. Applying these 
principles to the solution system will then enable the practice of systems engineering to repeat 
the successes it achieved in the NASA environment in the 1960’s and 1970’s in all current and 
future application domains. 
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